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ACTION EUR-04

INFO  OCT-01  ISO-00 /005 W
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R 090648Z SEP 76
FM AMEMBASSY BUCHAREST
TO USIA WASHDC
INFO SECSTATE WASHDC 9542

UNCLAS BUCHAREST 5256

USIA FOR IOA/RMS ATTN ICS/APB

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: SCUL, RO
SUBJECT: RECORD COLLECTION BY CHARLES WUORINEN

REF: USIA 23546

POST WISHES TO ORDER 2 COPIES EACH OF THE FOLLOWING RECORDS,
SENT BY AIR:
Piano Variations Advance 3
Prelude and Fugue for Percussion GC 4004
Chamber Concerto for Cello and 10 Players None 71263
Concerto for Piano CRI S 239
Ringing Changes for Percussion Ensemble Non 71263
Speculum Specull None 71300
ESTIMATED COST: $60
ID NO 32R-76-0591(TQ) ICS
VIETS
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